
A series of abstractions 
that looks at the life forms 
and people around us ..



 

This is the most debated subject in my 
opinion and one that I want to share with 
you in the hopes that you will understand 
why I often chose abstraction as my 
preferred method of art.

We live our lives through boxes, we buy 
boxes in the shops that eventually give 
birth to boxes that do things for us. 
Our toast is cooked in a metal box, our 
clothes live in row after row of boxes, 
our shoes are born in cardboard boxes, our 
feet live in leather boxes, we live and 
work in big boxes with an endless array of 
box shaped tools and items. Eventually we 
fall to sleep in big boxes with box shaped 
beds. There are a million examples of how 
we exist in the world of boxes, it isn’t 
meant to be a crippling truth or anything 
negative, because if you look outside, 
the same rules of boxes doesn’t seem to 
exist. Nature is free from boxes, trees 
swish in the wind without constraint, 
animals frolic on rounded hills, snails 
and shell creatures have a roundness that 
is disturbingly mathematical yet snapping 
towards the abstract. Liquids move in a 
turbulent way that follows rules without 
boxes.

The point I am making is that traditional 
artists, art scholars and computer 
software will point towards the sculptor 
or carpenter and use them as their 
only reference point. A sculptor is an 
invaluable member of society indeed and 
their method is to carve. To start with a 
block and reduce it to form beauty. Drawing 
is much the same. Computer software allows 
digital sculptors, painters and drawers 
to fill in the bits that have been hacked 
away, but the method remains the same.

How do I define the creation of art -



From a personal standpoint I have always 
been fascinated by seeing faces and 
objects in things. Everybody has looked 
up at the clouds and seen a horses head, 
or a baby, or a dragon, when in actual 
fact all we see is slight variations 
of colour. It’s even possible to see a 
really deep 3-D object up in the clouds, 
I remember once seeing a cave that 
looked incredibly detailed and deep. The 
same goes for anything with a texture. 
Including stained tabletops or patterns 
from grime. As a kid I used to stare 
at my curtains before falling asleep, 
seeing the faces that had formed in the 
folds at the top, and in a sense this is 
the foundation of my abstract works and 
more often than not, my work in general. 
Essentially I unravel folds.

Really intricate form is fantastic and 
it’s going to take me my entire life to 
truly learn functional form, shadowing 
and layout, but why not take a step back 
and look at a plastic bag. Hundreds of 
folds that change with the slightest 
touch appears the face of an old man or 
maybe a weapon. Without telling you the 
secret of how to make my artwork, that 
is exactly what I do, I prod a plastic 
bag until it creates form. That sounds 
really crude doesn’t it, but all art 
obviously goes deeper than that, with the 
foundation always being either carving 
a lump, staining a rag or prodding a 
plastic bag to produce form.



This book is simply art, but I have tried 
to put each piece into a category that 
represents the mind-set of the creature 
or how the world perceives them. This 
is how I see each piece. The coloured 
backgrounds and names of the pieces will 
change the nature of my abstractions and 
will influence what your eyes see. Please 
try to enjoy my works as what you imagine 
them to be before adding the title.

As you venture through this book try and 
figure out is the animal or being is. 
Unfortunately for you the onlooker, I 
have gone and grouped all of the pieces 
for convenience, but hopefully you will 
have an adventure anyway. 

The saturation of the background colour 
represents the relative hostility of an 
area that the creature or being might 
encounter. A light background is very 
turbulent and perhaps dangerous, but 
a saturated background I have regarded 
as very safe. Some of the creeps looked 
really bad with a background which suits 
them by initial definition, so they got 
something different to make them look the 
part. 

All animals regardless of habitat are 
classified with only a handful of background 
colours. A deep sea fish for example will 
be classified with the same background 
colour as a shallow water. Remember the 
safety of the animal is what affects the 
intensity of their background colour (in 
most cases). 

Humans are the most difficult to describe by 
using a single background colour because 
we are able to exist in almost every 
habitat that has adequate supplies of 

How to read the creeps -



heat, food, water and shelter. Therefore 
any human abstractions that happened to 
appear before me favoured any background 
colour, somewhat specific to what I see 
as their role on Earth. 

The richer the human or safer the 
environment that I imagine the human in, 
the more vivid the background colour. If 
a human hunted in a jungle, for example, 
they received green. If they traded 
or shopped in the city they received 
yellow. If they worked in the city as 
an entertainer, street tramp, or guard 
for example, they received grey. If 
they were an intellectual they received 
pink, the flip side of course is a non-
thinker or almost a feral state and 
that merits mammalian brown. Humans are 
split amongst all coloured backgrounds 
with three specific colours (yellow, pink 
and grey) based on modern and historic 
lifestyles.

There are some crossovers with the 
colours in humans, this is due to the 
large number of specific roles that we 
can do.

Extraterrestrials are impossible to 
describe in a colour as we have no way of 
knowing what an alien is. So my conclusion 
was to give all of them orange.

At one point I was planning on adding 
plants to the mix, but they didn’t seem 
very interesting and more often than not 
ended up as mushrooms or some kind of 
fungus type growth. 



Aliens



Reptilian



Headster



Spring Entity



Cyborg Patrol



Skinless Wonder



The Crazy Baby



Onyx Guardian



Sackcloth Slave



Deity



Comet-e-thius



Slink the Stink



Dream Wyvern



Metrobot



Meteorman



Tentoccular



Reticulan Pup



Silicone Form



Mermaid Smuggler



Brawny Battler



The Grossest Ogre



Hawk Fisher Alien



Thy Hungerer



WTFUFO



Frost Lord



The Traveller



Aquatic



Blue Whale



Rock Crab



Dozy Fish



Coconut Sushi



Piranha



Parrot Fish



Deep Sea Hunter



Salmon



Highs peed Bass



Orange Roughy



Chubb



Mid-Ocean Wrass



Rainbow Traaat



Shallow Swim



Crunchy Lobster



Manatee Unicorn



Deep Sea Gouger



Aquatic Jellyfish



Sumo Fish



Limpet Crab



Oaf Fish



Shadow Flounder



Conical Nautilus



Birds



Kingfisher



Rock Dove



Regal Eagle



Sparrow



The Carrot Parrot



Carrier Pigeon



Turkey Gobbler



Swallow



Chick Escape



Common Jay



Toucan from the Tropics



Shadow Flounder



Conical Nautilus



Fly Catcher



Crazy Chicken



Rooster



Wheat Bird



Insects



Hawk Moth



Grass Hopper



Fruit Fly



Grub



Dark Moth



Loopy Stinger



Grass Louse



Drain Fly



Locust



Tongue-illiar



The Warning Colours



Blue Bottle



Grubbular



Kabuto Mushi



Armored Beetle



Java Lava



Slime Grub



Snap Blue Fly



Intellectual



IT Professional



Jungle Hunter



General Practitioner



Jungle Hunter



Elderly Reader



Psychologist



Nuclear Scientist



Student of the Arts



Arachnid Expert



Mushroom Ecologist



Geologist



Tribal Elder



Sporty Cyclops



The Pipe Thinker



Tiki Statue Expert



Professor of Humanities



Optometrist



Astrophysicist



Baba Yaga



Silver Surfing Gamer



Safari Hunter



Art Critic



Antiques Expert



Plague Doctor



Professor of Mathematics



Droid Enforcement



Graphic Designer



Allotment Gardener



Mammals



Apeman



Vivisect Rat



Demon Rabbit



Baby Seal



Lion



Green Dog



Rhesus Monkey



Sad Hamster



Sneaky Mouse



Road kill



Long Eared Jerboa



Baby Bison



Pet Hamster



Horse Training



Nocturnal Cat



Bat Stack Attack



Walrus on the Edge



Mutt



Indian Tiger



Doglas



Embryo



Necromancers Mask



Crazy Llama



The Brown Bull



The First Pet



Ant Eater



Parasites



Tape Worm



Mosquito



Flea’r



The Swarm



Tick of the Fang



Reptiles



Forest Frog



Chameleon



Rattle Snake



Black Tree Frog



Dragon Lizard



Townsfolk



African Tribesman



Imperial Soldier



Pirate



Hip-Hop Artist



Airline Pilot



Jazzman



Street Tramp



Ghetto Blaster



Aztec Hunter



Viking Soldier



Caveman



Candy floss the Clown



Soup Kitchen Eater



Street Juggler



Japanese Ninja



Slug man



The Magician



Viking Warrior



The Couch Potato



European Miner



The Evil Baron



Dodgy Dealer



Fighter Pilot



Deer Hunter



Festival Go’er



Semi-Pro Wrestler



Demon Hunter



Norman Soldier



Welder



Animal Entertainer



Traders



Mechanist



Teenage Hipster



Ex-Boxer



Sheriff



The Kid



Retro Music Shopper



Delirium



Punter



Army Surplus Salesman



Shakespearean Actor



Sumo Apprentice



Ah Fashionista



Fire Chief



Restaurateur



Basketball Star



The Old West



Fast Food Diner



Bargain Hunter



The Monkey Conductor



Concierge



Cotton Slave



Warehouse Staff



Furniture Salesman




